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About Broadway



Purpose

The Broadway Initiative brings together a cross section of the main 
stakeholders and nationally recognised experts to generate ideas and 
proposals for world leading arrangements to govern the environment after 
EU exit. The purpose is to advise governments on how to enable all parts of 
society to play their part in achieving long term societal objectives.



Who’s involved
Members come from the worlds of business, NGOs, professional bodies, 
governance, policy making and academia. 

The Aldersgate Group
Brexit and Environment
EEF (manufacturing)
Environmental Industries Commission
Environmental Services Association
Federation for Small Businesses
Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment
National Farmers Union
Tech UK
Water UK
The Wildlife Trusts

With expert advice from eg:
David Baldock
Paul Leinster
Jill Rutter
Peter Young

Supported by a legal panel

IEMA is incubating organisation

Supported by UK wide 
academics



25 Year Plan
.
.
.
.
.
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An ambitious 
Environment 
Act



Intro to the blueprint

Co-developed through discussion and 
workshop but also drawing on huge body of 
previous work

Sent to PM and Cabinet in September

Now engaging far and wide to test and develop 
proposals until end October. 80+ member 
organisations.

Launch in November.

Then support government through process.



Context



The global context



Society and the economy shapes the state of our 
environment
Society and the economy shapes the state of our environment. The 
environment is shaped by how societies: 

● build houses and infrastructure 
● design products and services 
● produce energy 
● reuse and recycle materials through the economy 
● produce food and supply and treat water 
● travel and communicate 
● design urban and shape rural landscapes 
● make daily choices about how we live our lives and what we buy 



Government’s central role is to create the conditions

…. for society to meet needs and aspirations in a way that achieves a 
healthy environment… policies need to be:

● long term and predictable 
● clear on who is responsible for what 
● outcome focussed and technology neutral 
● responsive to changing circumstances 
● incentivising
● user centric 
● credible, fair and robust 
● internationally aligned 



Nature of environmental issues

● the length of planning cycles 

● the tragedy of the horizon 

● the interconnected nature of the environment 

● the interconnected economic and social systems that shape and 
depend on the environment 

● the role required by policies across government 

● the different spatial scales at which the environment operates 



Economic as well as environmental benefits

● Policy certainty
● Give trading partners assurance of UK performance
● Meet goals in a cost effective way – e.g. cross government solutions
● Progressively make policy more user friendly
● Get value for public investment
● Stimulate export growth



Why now

● Leaving EU
● Rare opportunity
● Environmental problems will get more critical and expensive to resolve
● Political alignment



Pillars of future governance



First question – what are the pillars of future 
governance:

● Objectives, targets, milestones and metrics 
● Principles 
● A process for plans at national level 
● Maps and plans for the place-based environment 
● Clear responsibilities for key actors 
● Aligned incentives 
● Effective enforcement 
● Purpose driven feedback loops 
● Independent oversight



What needs to be in Act



The UK context

● Devolution in context of EU framework to provide horizontal framework 
of shared objectives, common policy and administrative frameworks 
and accountability

● Now need to consider where strong environmental and/or economic 
case to pool sovereignty

● Mutual benefit in at least:

○ Objectives for the environment

○ Environmental principles

○ Accountability for meeting objectives and complying with law

○ Duty to consult

● Need to be co-designed



Long term objectives, targets, milestones, 
metrics, and principles

Give legal effect to 25 year plan goals:

● Clean air. 
● Clean and plentiful water. 
● Thriving plants and wildlife. 
● A reduced risk of harm from environmental hazards such as 

flooding and drought. 
● Using resources from nature more sustainably and efficiently. 
● Enhanced beauty, heritage and engagement with the natural 

environment.
● Mitigating and adapting to climate change. 
● Minimising waste. 
● Managing exposure to chemicals. 
● Enhancing biosecurity.

Long term objectives need to:

● provide clear strategic direction
● focus policies on their purpose
● hold responsible parties to 

account for progress
● anticipate early on where 

changes in direction are 
necessary, rather than wait until 
problems are locked in



An integrated process of plans at national level

● … that are predictable and 
collaborative and require 
government as a whole to 
ensure the right mechanisms 
are in place to achieve 
objectives in a coherent and 
cost effective way



A coherent framework of maps and plans for the 
place-based environment

● Currently no coherent basis 
to plan, collaborate and 
invest in the place-based 
environment

● Existing system can be 
siloed, over-complicated, 
volatile and without clear 
accountabilities

Maps to give an integrated view of:
the current state of the environment,
objectives for the place-based environment 
opportunities for improving the environment.

Plans to give integrated basis for agreeing 
action on the environment, to enable pooling 
of funding and to assign clear roles and 
accountabilities.



Clear and lasting responsibilities for 
organisations

Problem:

● Currently a responsibility 
vacuum. 

● Has led to complex and 
prescriptive approach

● Gaps and poor at 
anticipating issues

Proposal:

● Duty of care for organisations to 
prevent or limit impact on the 
environment, supported by a 
proportionate environmental 
policy statement.

● Responsibility for developers 
and potentially other activities to 
leave the environment in a 
better state – net gain



Oversight by an independent and respected 
body

Defra has proposed a new independent body 
for England to:

● provide independent scrutiny and advice 
on the implementation of environmental 
legislation and government policy

● respond to complaints
● take enforcement action (including legal 

proceedings if necessary) where it is not 
complying with environmental law

Within long term framework, also 
need:

• independent advice on the most 
cost effective means to meet goals

• scrutiny of government’s plans to 
meet goals

• enforcement action where 
government is failing to create the 
conditions needed to meet goals



Next steps

● Engaging 80+ membership organisations to test and develop ideas

● Working with government departments

● Developing components like goals, indicators, local governance, duty of 
care

● Your views at IEMA.net/broadway by 31 October



Thank you for listening

Questions and discussion


